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Indict Tufts movement mobilizes, plans for future
by Patrick McGrath
and Lily Sieradzki
Daily Editorial Board

Over 100 students came
together on Wednesday night
for an open group meeting
called “#BlackLivesMatter / Tufts
Community Town Hall Meeting:
Mobilizing for #IndictAmerica
& Ferguson Aftermath,” in
Alumnae Lounge.
The meeting was part of a
series of actions this week,
organized by a group of students under the name Indict
Tufts, to spotlight and fight
racial oppression in the wake
of the past week’s non-indictment of two white police officers for killing unarmed black
men. These events have included protests in Carmichael and
Dewick-MacPhie dining halls on
Monday, where students “indicted” Tufts for its complicity in
racism, and readings of eulogies occurring every 28 hours
until Dec. 10, to represent the
statistic that a black person is
killed by law enforcement or vigilantes every 28 hours, according to a 2013 report.
“Indict Tufts is a loose working group [of ] people that have
and have not been involved
in anti-racist work, some firstyears, some black people, [people of color] and white people
as well,” Jonathan Jacob Moore,
one of the students involved in
the organizing, said. “I would
describe it as grassroots and
very natural.”
According to the event
description, the town hall’s
goals were to “discuss next
steps for mobilizing Tufts,” and
“interrogate anti-blackness on
campus and nationwide.”

Students shared reactions
to the Monday, Nov. 24 decision by a Missouri grand jury
not to indict Darren Wilson, a
28-year-old white police officer
who shot and killed Michael
Brown, an 18-year-old unarmed
black man, in Ferguson, Mo. on
Aug. 9. Participants also discussed a Staten Island grand
jury’s decision earlier that day
not to indict New York Police
Department Officer Daniel
Pantaleo for the death of Eric
Garner from a chokehold, a
tactic that is banned by the
New York Police Department.
Attorney General Eric Holder
announced yesterday that the
Justice Department will launch

a civil rights investigation into
the Garner case.
Students sat on the floor in
a large circle around the room,
and Amber Rose Johnson, a
senior, began the meeting with
a call to recognize “genocide
against black bodies.”
Johnson poured libations as a
form of honoring the space and
calling in ancestors. Students,
holding hands, then observed
a
four-and-a-half
minute
moment of silence to recognize the four-and-a-half hours
Brown’s body lay in the streets
of Ferguson after he was killed.
Johnson said that the ultimate goal of the movement
is to bring an end to global

racial oppression and white
supremacy, noting that “we are
in a war.”
“This is about moving forward,” Johnson said. “We have
to move forward.”
Moore, a sophomore, then
read a poem aloud to the students gathered.
Johnson underscored the
need to organize, remember the
lives lost to policy brutality and
channel feelings into action,
noting the need to “organize to
make sure that Tufts is disrupted” and “make sure that Tufts is
touched by rage.”
The meeting then opened up
for students to share their comments and reactions.

Nicholas Pfosi / The Tufts Daily

Sophomore Nic Serhan leads a group of Tufts students in a eulogy on Tuesday, Dec. 2. These eulogies will continue every 28 hours until Wednesday, Dec. 10.

Mock Trial hosts annual
Mumbo Jumbo tournament
by Marianna Athanassiou
Daily Staff Writer

Tufts Mock Trial ( TMT ) hosted
its annual Mumbo Jumbo Invitational
Tournament, a two-day on-campus
event that hosts mock trial teams from
all over the country, from Nov. 15 to
Nov. 16. This year, the tournament consisted of 22 teams, including Harvard
University, the University of New
Mexico and Macalester College, according to TMT Co-President Anna Lyons.
First place, second place and third
place for the Mumbo Jumbo tournament went to Yale University, Boston
University and Cornell University,
respectively, according to TMT External
Affairs Officer Eve Feldberg. As hosts,
Tufts received honorable mention but
did not win any awards as it wanted to
open the awards up to the other teams
invited, TMT Co-President Nicholas
Teleky explained.
The tournament was structured in
a 2-2 format, with event registration
and two rounds on Saturday, followed
by two rounds and closing ceremonies

on Sunday, according to the American
Mock Trial Association’s (AMTA) website.
Lyons, a senior, spoke about the
endurance of both the tournament and
Tufts’ own program.
“As an entirely student-run organization, the fact that Mumbo Jumbo, a
fairly large invitational, has continued
to be maintained after eight years is
indicative of the strength of our mock
trial program,” she said.
Teleky, also a senior, underscored the
wide range of schools that attended this
year’s competition.
“This year’s Mumbo Jumbo [tournament] was one of the most diverse fields
we’ve had in recent memory,” he told
the Daily in an email.
According to Feldberg, a sophomore,
the world of college mock trial extends
farther than participation in individual tournaments, as the AMTA releases
a case that all mock trial groups work
on until the National Championship
Tournament in April hosted by the
University of Cincinnati.
see TMT, page 2
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In response to a question by
a student about what the goals
of Indict Tufts are, Johnson
explained that there is not
a specific list of demands to
which Tufts can answer, but
instead students are rallying
behind bringing issues such as
global black genocide, police
brutality and oppression to
the forefront. Johnson added
that the organizing at Tufts is
just a small part of a global
movement, and that her personal goal is the end of white
supremacy.
Students then broke into
smaller groups based on their
racial locations, a term for how
one identifies his or her race,
to think about their individual
perspectives and discuss the
role their group can play in
mobilizing.
Moore felt that the meeting
was a productive and positive
space overall.
“People are remaining mobilized and are energized in a
really wonderful way,” he said.
The working group of white
students is in the beginning
stages of planning a program,
to be run by white students for
white students, on how to talk
to friends and family about the
recent non-indictments and
anti-blackness. The event is tentatively planned to take place
before the end of the semester.
Students within Indict Tufts,
including Johnson and Moore
as well as sophomore Anissa
Waterhouse and junior Wayne
Yeh, are also planning a march
from campus to Davis Square
today at 4:30 p.m. The march
will start at the lower patio of
Mayer Campus Center and end
in Davis Square.

Tufts professor pioneers
biomedical research in silks
by Sophie Dasinger
Daily Editorial Board

Professor David Kaplan, the chair
of the Department of Biomedical
Engineering at Tufts, has dedicated
over two decades to his research in
naturally produced silks, namely spider silk and silkworm silk. The Daily
sat down with Kaplan to discuss his
research and its applications.
The Tufts Daily: Why did you first get
involved with research in spider silk?
David Kaplan: So many years ago,
I read a paper about the mechanical
properties of silks and I was intrigued
by how strong they were … I was curious about how that was possible. That’s
what got me interested and excited
about learning about spider silk.
I had always had interest and was
doing studies on biopolymers —
materials produced by natural systems. That’s always been my area of
interest in research since my graduate
school days. When spider silks came
along it was part of that theme but it
was a new area to look at.

TD: What are some of the applications or benefits of spider silk?
DK: Spider silks themselves are useless in terms of applications because
… there aren’t enough supplies of spider silk around today. All of the applications come from genetically engineered spider silk. The interest then
is, from a fundamental perspective,
trying to understand how silks are
made and how to tailor the sequence
of the protein itself to a specific function — what we call structure-function relationships.
We take that information and then
we re-engineer it in new directions.
That also brings in the fundamental
interest of [whether we can] start to
develop predictive models and tools
so that we can tailor-make a spider
silk for a given function — that’s part
of the ongoing research. In terms of
applications, we hope that [in the]
long-term these will have utility in
many areas of medical devices and
material coatings.
see KAPLAN, page 2
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News

Research explores use of silk in medical applications
KAPLAN

continued from page 1

TD: What is a specific example of an
application of this research?
DK: For example, right now we use
the silks we work with — not just
spider silks, these are also silkworm
silks — we use these to make orthopedic devices, devices that would help
reattach ligaments and tendons …
[that are] strong enough to do that but
degrade away in the body over time
to get away from the metallic devices
used today that don’t degrade.
TD: Is it expensive to engineer these
products?
DK: To make the synthetic spider silk
— yes. We do it right now with the very
inexpensive silkworm silk.
TD: Does the silkworm silk offer the
same benefits as the spider silk?
DK: Much of it is the same … the real
benefit is that you can get [silkworm
silk] in large quantities so we can make
medical devices right away, which is a lot
easier and quicker. The spiders are better
for what I said before — the fundamental
understanding of structure-function. In
terms of applications, it’s much easier to
work with the silkworm silk.
TD: What is the student involvement like for this research?
DK: We have probably 20 different
ongoing research projects … there are
undergrad students to graduate students
to post-docs. Each has a different project
— so one is working on the orthopedic
screws and plates I mentioned before,
[while] another one on the other extreme
is working on the genetically engineered
spider silks to improve our understanding of the structure-function.
If a student comes to me and
says, “Dave, I want to get involved in
research,” I’ll say, “What are you inter-

Grace Cooper / The Tufts Daily

A student performs experiments in Professor David Kaplan’s laboratory.
ested in learning about?”… Once I
know, I’ll have the undergrad go meet
with the current students who are
working on the project [most pertinent
to their interests]. You try to match
up the student’s areas of interest and
where they want to learn with what the
different project needs are.
TD: What major innovations have
been made so far and what do you hope
to accomplish in the future?
DK: We just had this National
Geographic article about the screws
and plates … I’d say we’re making
major strides in the next generation
of orthopedic medical devices, par-

ticularly for children, where bones are
growing fast so you want something
that’s going to degrade very quickly.
The other is our brain project that
was highlighted this year in the New
York Times. We use the silk to make
three-dimensional brain tissue that
we use in the laboratory to study
brain connectivity and to study brain
trauma and to look at drug screenings.
The idea is to build tissue models for
laboratory study that avoid the use
of animals and are better than just
traditional cell cultures. I’d say those
are two areas that we’ve made major
progress [with] this year.

TMT earns honorable mention at Mumbo Jumbo tournament

TMT

continued from page 1

According to the AMTA’s website, this
year’s case focused on the shooting and
death of a child by another child when
the two were left home alone.
Lyons
explained
that
the
case requires teams to determine if
a child’s death was on purpose or
by accident.
“Depending on how the plaintiff
decides to do things, the case can either
focus on intent or about parental negligence, which means that each round
of competition is incredibly variable,”
Feldberg told the Daily in an email.
According to Feldberg, TMT also
competed at the end of November in
the Beach Party Invitational hosted by

the University of California Irvine, to
which only 12 of the top schools in the
country were invited.
“This was Tufts’ first time being
invited, and we made it to the final
four,” she said. “In the world of Mock
Trial, a program like Tufts that is completely student-run is unusual, so it’s
even more exciting that we did so well
at a tournament of coached teams.”
Tufts was one of the first schools in
tournament history to make it to the
finals upon first appearance at the
tournament, Teleky added.
This year’s season for TMT is coming to
a close in two weekends, as two unstacked
teams — teams that are composed of
members of varying skill levels — will
represent Tufts in the 19th Annual Yale

Invitational, one of the most competitive
mock trial tournaments, Feldberg noted.
With Tufts’ recent performance,
Teleky has big aspirations for TMT
this spring.
“Personally, I’m hoping that by the
end of April, Tufts Mock Trial will be
the national champions,” he said. “We
have a lot of talent this year, from an
experienced class of seniors to one of
our most talented freshman classes to
date. I’m really excited to see how far
we can run with the momentum we’ve
built over this semester.”
Lyons agreed, noting that TMT is looking to continue to grow its recognition.
“TMT wants to keep improving and
becoming more of a national presence,” she said.

Map madness in the media center
	For a week in early December, Tisch
Library was more than just a place
where students congregated to pour
over books and study for exams. Instead,
it became a place to which the Tufts
community excitedly flocked, hoping to
acquire maps that were being given away.
According to an email sent to Tufts students, the library gave out maps from Nov.
5-9 due to the GIS room’s repurposing.
	For sophomore Amanda Danielson, the
map giveaway provided a whole new
decor for her room.
“I was really excited when I heard
that the library was giving out
maps,” Danielson said. “I got a map
from my home state Connecticut from
a city called Danielson, which I thought
was really significant, because that’s also
my last name.”
	Sophomore Tzuria Falkenberg also took
some maps for their aesthetic appeal.
“I got maps for neighbors, maps
as gifts and maps for myself,” sophomore Tzuria Falkenberg said. “I got a
map from 1944 of my neighborhood.
You can’t see my house because it

The Tufts Daily is a nonprofit, independent newspaper, published Monday through Friday during the academic year, and distributed free to the Tufts community. EDITORIAL POLICY Editorials represent the position
of The Tufts Daily. Individual editors are not necessarily responsible for, or in agreement with, the policies and
editorials of The Tufts Daily. The content of letters, advertisements, signed columns, cartoons and graphics
does not necessarily reflect the opinion of The Tufts Daily editorial board.

wasn’t built yet, but there are other
distinguishing elements of my neighborhood that are on there. Some
maps felt interconnected and those
are the ones I chose. I have some
friends from Walla Walla, Washington
and so I got maps for them from
there. Some maps were just for me to
display in my room.”
	Staff members, like Library Assistant
William Bilkic, who has worked at the
library for the last seven years, also
acquired free maps during the giveaway. Bilkic is from Germany, but was
interested in the topography of the
United States.
“I got a map of Montana and
North Dakota and somewhere in
Massachusetts,” he said.
	Since he often works at the front
desk, Bilkic said he noticed an increase in
library traffic due to the map giveaway.
“So many students were in there every
day, every night,” Bilkic said. “It drew a
lot of traffic for the library. Not just students — it was everyone, everyone had
plans to use the maps.”

Benjamin Maggio, a first year graduate student studying music who works
at Tisch library, also witnessed the map
madness.
“I was working the day before they
officially started giving away the maps,
and a student ran by with just an armful
of maps,” he said. “I teased him about
getting a ‘good haul’ and then came
back a dozen times, and left with arms
full of maps each time. I later looked at
the map room and saw how many maps
there were, and I knew he didn’t even
make a dent.”
	Sophomore Boris Leypunski, who
started working at the library this
semester, said many students did not
know the maps existed until the giveaway took place.
“It was amusing to see so many people clamoring for maps when they were
there all along,” he said. “It’s like they
only started caring about the maps here
when they heard they were free to take.”
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Movie Review

'Foxcatcher' is slow-burning fuse, but full of fire

Scott Garfield/MCT

Steve Carell and Channing Tatum both deserve recognition for their nuanced performances in “Foxcatcher.”

by Timothy Charouk
Daily Editorial Board

“Foxcatcher,” released Nov.
14, is based on the true story of
eccentric millionaire John du

Foxcatcher
Directed by Bennett Miller
Starring Steve Carrell, Channing Tatum, Mark Ruffalo, Nancy Schultz

Pont, heir to the du Pont family fortune amassed from the
DuPont chemical company.
The film’s plot examines what
success means to those who
already have it.

As if to bury his previous comedic work, Steve
Carell completely changes
his appearance for his role
as John. He sports a receding
hairline and, despite already
having one of the biggest noses
in Hollywood, an even larger prosthetic. This is a much
more serious role for Carell —
famous for his comedic talent,
as showcased on “The Office”
(2005 – 2013) — and will disappoint anyone expecting laughs
from Michael Scott’s antics.
What’s more, the film features
Channing Tatum in a remarkably different role from his
usual silly-hunk characters.

Tatum plays Olympic gold
medalist wrestler Mark Schultz
who, struggling to escape the
large shadow cast by brother
and coach Dave Schultz (Mark
Ruffalo), finds a new mentor
in John. John gained a sudden and strange interest in the
world of wrestling, building a
training facility at his estate
— called “Foxcatcher” — and
enlists Mark to spearhead the
creation of “Team Foxcatcher,”
recruiting many promising
young wrestlers along the way.
Audiences
attending
“Foxcatcher” should not be
expecting high action sequences — this isn’t “21 Jump Street”

(2012). Instead, the true story
on which this film is based lends
itself to a character study of the
highest order. While on the surface the focus of “Foxcatcher” is
a study of John, a victim of his
own fortunate circumstances,
trying to achieve his own definition of success while proving
himself to his never-impressed
mother, the film extends
beyond John’s story.
The film also follows Mark,
another man with a perpetual
thirst for success, unable to
quench it even with the highest
prize in his field. He is caught
between trying to win the
approval of his brother while

distancing himself from their
relationship at the same time.
Finally, viewers follow the story
of Dave, a family man struggling to keep the world of wrestling out of his personal life.
“Foxcatcher” is a slow burner,
but it uses this steady approach
to its own benefit by effectively
building tension. Those who
walk into the theater familiar
with John du Pont will know
how it all ends. Those unaware
will still feel an inexplicable tension thanks to Bennett Miller’s
masterful directing and Steve
Carell’s unsettling performance.
And John’s painfully awkward
social interactions with the
wrestlers will, surprisingly
enough, even remind viewers
of Carell’s “The Office” persona,
Michael Scott, albeit a deeply
disturbed version of him. Some
scenes will even draw a few
laughs — or, more accurately,
nervous chuckles.
Oscar season is now in
full swing with “Gone Girl,”
“Birdman,” “Whiplash” and
“Foxcatcher” all generating
buzz. While the others might
be more obvious choices for
Best Picture due to their entertainment value, “Foxcatcher”
is certain to be a competitor.
It deserves critical recognition
for its excellent acting and
even makeup category — who
knew Mark Ruffalo could rock a
receding hairline? But whether
they receive awards for their
performances or not does not
matter; this film will certainly
mark a turning point in both
Tatum’s and Carell’s careers.
Breaking free of typecast roles
to challenge their respective
images in Hollywood, Tatum
and Carell are taking a risk
with “Foxcatcher.” But as stated in “The Office”: “”You miss
100% of the shots you don’t
take,’ — Wayne Gretzky,’ —
Michael Scott”.

Arts News

Winter movie preview: five films you won't want to miss
by Dana Guth

Daily Editorial Board

Oscar season — aka winter — is upon
us, meaning all the future classics are
finally hitting theaters in rapid fire, just
in time for us to huddle up indoors.
Already identifiable are a few definite
contenders: “Gone Girl,” “Boyhood”
and maybe even “The Grand Budapest
Hotel.” Historically speaking, however,
the best is yet to come. Here are five of
the season’s most buzz-worthy bets for
the 2015 Academy Awards in order of
release date.
“Wild” — to be released Dec. 5
Stars: Reese Witherspoon
Director: Jean-Marc Vallee of “Dallas
Buyers Club” (2013)
Based on the bestselling memoir by Cheryl Strayed, “Wild” follows
Witherspoon as she embarks upon a
1,100-mile hike of the Pacific Crest Trail.
“Wild” is scripted by Nick Hornby, the
man behind “High Fidelity” (2000) and
“An Education” (2009). “Wild” offers a
woman’s glimpse at the Great American
Adventure.
“Inherent Vice” — to be released Dec. 12
Stars: Jena Malone, Reese Witherspoon,
Joaquin Phoenix
Director: Paul Thomas Anderson of
“There Will Be Blood” (2007)
This might be a bit more of a dark
horse than a sure thing in the Oscar

ring, but it’s gobbling up critical acclaim
for its bizarre, artistic style and starsaturated cast (Maya Rudolph, Martin
Short and Josh Brolin also make appearances). Based on the 2009 novel by postmodern literary ground-breaker Thomas
Pynchon, “Inherent Vice” imagines
the drug-infused streets of 1970s Los
Angeles, as the newest case of private
detective Doc Sportello (Phoenix) gets
him tangled up with his ex-girlfriend.

“Big Eyes” — to be released Dec. 25
Stars: Amy Adams, Christoph Waltz,
Jason Schwartzman
Director: Tim Burton of “Alice in
Wonderland” (2010) and “Corpse Bride”
(2005)
If anyone can finally push Amy Adams
into the Oscars’ winner’s circle, it’s legendary gothic auteur Tim Burton. “Big
Eyes” depicts the life of famous painter
Margaret Keane, whose husband notoriously nabbed credit for her life’s work.
Behind the star-studded cast sits Danny
Elfman, who penned the score. Sounds
like a recipe for success.
“Into the Woods” — to be released
Dec. 25 in the U.S.
Stars: Meryl Streep, Johnny Depp, Emily
Blunt, Anna Kendrick
Director: Rob Marshall of “Pirates of the
Caribbean: On Stranger Tides” (2011)
Disney’s Christmas release is an adaptation of renowned Broadway composer
Stephen Sondheim’s musical by the same

name. “Into the Woods” combines a
hodgepodge of familiar fairy tales, giving
each a bittersweet twist. For 124 minutes,
Cinderella (Kendrick), Red Riding Hood
(Lilla Crawford) and her Wolf (Depp),
Jack of the infamous beanstalk (Daniel
Huttlestone) and Rapunzel (Mackenzie
Mauzy) will love, grieve, search and sing
together on the big screen. Hopefully,
Johnny Depp will continue to honor the
Sondheim tradition, after an impressive
performance as the titular character in
“Sweeney Todd: The Demon Barber of
Fleet Street” (2007). Undoubtedly, this
musical flick will be the perfect holiday
fix for show biz fanatics.

“Selma” — to be released in select cities Dec. 25, and in general theaters Jan.
9
Stars: David Oyelowo, Tim Roth, Cuba
Gooding Jr.
Director: Ava DuVernay
“Selma” is a much-anticipated exploration of the life of Martin Luther King,
Jr. (Oyelowo), tracing the behind-thescenes action of civil rights heroes
from President Lyndon Johnson (Tom
Wilkinson) to Annie Lee Cooper (played
by Oprah Winfrey). If it lives up to the
building Oscar buzz being generated
on Indiewire, director DuVernay may
become “the first woman of color to ever
be nominated for a Best Director Oscar.”
It’s about time.
Drew Robertson contributed to this article.

Anne Marie Fox/Fox Searchlight/TNS

Reese Witherspoon enjoys the spotlight this
season with starring roles in “Inherent Vice”
and “Wild.”
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Tufts
PROGRAMS

Studying abroad spring 2015?
Required pre-departure meetings:

ABROAD

Non-Tufts Study Abroad Tufts Programs Abroad

Chile • China • Ghana
Hong Kong • Japan • London
Madrid • Paris • Tübingen

all meetings in Braker Hall 001 all meetings in Braker Hall 001

• Earn Tufts credit at prestigious universities
• Increase your understanding of other cultures
• Develop foreign language skills
• Full financial aid applies!

Tufts in Hong Kong
Non-Tufts Mainland Europe Wed., Dec. 10 @ 10:30 am
Wed., Dec. 10 @ 1:30 pm

Non-Tufts Africa/Asia/
Caribbean/Latin
America/Middle East
Tues., Dec. 9 @ 10:30 am

Non-Tufts UK/Ireland/
Australia/New Zealand
Wed., Dec. 10 @ 3:30 pm

Attention sophomores:

Applications for fall 2015, full-year
2015-16 and spring 2016 abroad are
due February 2, 2015
and are available now online at

Tufts in London/Madrid**/
Paris**/Tübingen
Tues., Dec. 9 @ 1:30 pm

**for those who did not attend
the group meeting with the
Resident Director

PLEASE NOTE: If you cannot make your scheduled nonTufts meeting, please attend another non-Tufts meeting.
If you cannot make your scheduled Tufts meeting, please
attend another Tufts meeting.

http://uss.tufts.edu/studyabroad

Meetings are required.
Questions? Call x7-5871.

Hall Closing Reminders
Important Dates
	
  	
  

Classes	
  End:	
  Mon.,	
  12/8	
  
Reading	
  Period:	
  Tues.,	
  12/9	
  -‐Wed.,	
  12/10	
  
Finals	
  Begin:	
  Thurs.,	
  12/11	
  
Finals	
  End:	
  Thurs.,	
  12/18	
  
	
  	
  

Residence	
  Halls	
  CLOSE:	
  	
  
Friday,	
  12/19	
  promptly	
  at	
  12pm	
  

Shhh!
Continuous Quiet Hours
Quiet	
  Hours	
  begin	
  on	
  Monday,	
  12/8	
  
at	
  11pm	
  and	
  con+nue	
  through	
  
Thursday,	
  12/18.	
  Please	
  be	
  respec,ul	
  
of	
  your	
  fellow	
  residents	
  during	
  this	
  
crucial	
  (me	
  of	
  year!	
  

Winter Recess
Closing Checklist
¥ CLOSE

and LOCK all windows,
pull shades down
¥ All electronics are turned off and
unplugged
¥ Defrost/unplug any fridges
¥ Take out all trash
¥ Turn heat to #1 setting
¥ If you have fish, take them home
¥ Take any items home you may
need over the break. The halls
are locked and alarmed during
this period
¥ If you live in an apartment, please
clean the kitchen and wash any
dishes. You don’t want to come
back to bugs!
¥ LOCK YOUR DOOR

If you are leaving at the end of the semester and not returning:
You will need to make arrangements with residential staff to properly
check out of your room. You will also need to return your keys to one of the
following areas:
Residential Facilities (520 Boston Ave) 9a-5p Monday - Friday
Campus Police Key Drop Box (419 Boston Ave) open 24 hours
You will be charged for any keys NOT returned at the end of the semester!

Looking ahead to May…
Residence Hall Spring Closings
Non-graduating students
Saturday, May 9, 2015
Graduating Seniors
Monday, May 18, 2015

The	
  Oﬃce	
  of	
  Residen/al	
  Life	
  &	
  Learning	
  would	
  
like	
  to	
  wish	
  all	
  of	
  you	
  the	
  best	
  of	
  luck	
  on	
  your	
  ﬁnal	
  
exams	
  and	
  a	
  safe	
  &	
  happy	
  holiday	
  season!	
  
	
  	
  
Ques%ons?	
  Please	
  call	
  us	
  at	
  7-‐3248	
  	
  
or	
  email	
  reslife@tu.s.edu	
  

See you in 2015!

Friday, December 5, 2014

The Tufts Daily
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CROSSWORD

Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle

Doonesbury

Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis

ACROSS
1 SEC nickname
5 Seating choice
10 Skills
14 Islamic leader
15 What recon may
provide
16 Famille member
17 Baseball, vis-àvis jai alai?
19 Award for Jessica
Tandy
20 Poetic preposition
21 Short time,
shortly
22 Wood shop tool
24 Scoff at
26 “Hooked on
Bach” company
27 GE range, vis-àvis an Easy-Bake
toy?
33 Spread
36 “A Challenge for
the Actor” author
37 Commercial
ending?
38 Appear
dramatically
39 Hemingway and
others
40 Letters on a cross
41 Tulsa sch.
42 Shell rival
43 Ryan of “Bones”
44 SpongeBob’s
underwear, vis-àvis Mickey’s?
47 __ block
48 Certain
evergreen seed
52 One taking a shot
55 Grub
57 One or more
58 “Sin City” actress
59 Jeep, vis-à-vis a
Cadillac?
62 Buck
63 Its second
movement
translates to
“Play of the
Waves”
64 First name in
design
65 Socks
66 Delight
67 Hill workers
DOWN
1 Human, e.g.
2 Love abroad

Friday, December 5, 2014

Comics

by Garry Trudeau

Non Sequitur 							 by Wiley

12/5/14

By Marti DuGuay-Carpenter

3 Auto attachment?
4 “__ being
unreasonable?”
5 Like some
rescues
6 “Picnic”
playwright
7 Mus. direction
8 10-Down vehicle
9 Ins
10 Mission program
11 Self-named
sitcom
12 Cut
13 Percolate
18 Fund
23 Large Hadron
Collider acronym
25 It’s checked
when it’s done
26 Capital of
Rwanda
28 Inferior
29 Piglike animal
30 Grape site
31 Poet friend of T.S.
32 10-Down first
name
33 Challenging
roommate
34 1989 Lawn-Boy
acquirer
35 Gravy base

Thursday’s Puzzle
Solved
MONDAY’S
SOLUTION

Married to the Sea 							

©2014 Tribune Content Agency, LLC

39 Easily moved
40 Part of MIT: Abbr.
42 Yom Kippur War
prime minister
43 Helpful
45 Film with Manny
the Mammoth
46 Complete
49 “Heart of Georgia”
50 Sign into law
51 Wrap relatives
52 Get money for

12/5/14

53 “__ Rhapsody”:
Brahms vocal
work
54 Many CEOs
have them
55 Stone of “The
Help”
56 Miffed, with “in”
60 Flier with Chicago
H.Q.
61 Kelly Clarkson
label

THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME

www.marriedtothesea.com

by David L. Hoyt and Jeff Knurek

Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square,
to form four ordinary words.

©2014 Tribune Content Agency, LLC
All Rights Reserved.

LGIRL
LEANHI
TOSUMT

SUDOKU

Check out the new, free JUST JUMBLE app

BAROH

Level: Breaking a caffeine addiction while studying for finals.

Now arrange the circled letters
to form the surprise answer, as
suggested by the above cartoon.

A:
Yesterday’s

(Answers tomorrow)
Jumbles: TINGE
VOICE
APPEAR
SHADOW
Answer: He poked his skeptical buddy with the new
spear to — PROVE HIS POINT

LATE NIGHT AT THE DAILY

Monday’s Solution

Andrew: “That’s how I work... and also how I roll.”

Please recycle this Daily.

Friday, December 5, 2014
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Wanted
$$SPERM DONORS WANTED$$
Earn up to $1,500/month for less
than 5 hours’ time.
Help families through California
Cryobank’s donor program.
Apply online: SPERMBANK.com

classifieds policy All Tufts students must submit classifieds in person, prepaid with check, money order or exact cash only.
All classifieds submitted by mail must be accompanied by a check. Classifieds are $20 per week or $4 per day with Tufts ID or $30
per week or $8 per day without. The Tufts Daily is not liable for any damages due to typographical errors or misprintings except
the cost of the insertion, which is fully refundable. We reserve the right to refuse to print any classifieds which contain obscenity,
are of an overly sexual nature or are used expressly to denigrate a person or group. Questions? Email business@tuftsdaily.com.

On Nov. 23, a volcano erupted in
the Cape Verde Islands, displacing
residents and destroying farms.
The Daily is working to collect donations
of clothing and non-perishable food items
to help those affected.
Please contact daily@tuftsdaily.com for
information on how to donate.
The Tufts Daily

Sports
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Men’s Soccer

Tufts confident, prepared heading into Final Four
by Jake Indursky
Daily Editorial Board

While there was a significant
amount of optimism surrounding the men’s soccer team entering the 2014 season, few expected the Jumbos to keep their season going into December. While
Tufts showed that it can compete
with the best teams in the country, tying Amherst and taking the
notoriously-difficult NESCAC
regular-season title, it takes a
different kind of combination of
talent, fundamentals and luck to
make it to the Final Four.
That is, however, exactly the
position Tufts finds itself in with
a semifinal matchup against
Ohio Wesleyan. Although Ohio
Wesleyan will undoubtedly be
tough, Tufts has shown it can go
toe-to-toe with the upper echelon of Div. III soccer.
“We’re a team that’s very confident right now,” senior co-captain center back Sam Williams
told the Daily in an email.
“There’s not a team in the country we don’t feel we can beat,
but we still have a lot of work to
do. It’s great to get to this stage
and that has always been the
goal, but our entire focus now is
on Ohio Wesleyan. We just beat
a very good team in Messiah,
but we have to come out even
stronger in order to keep this
run going.”
The Jumbos, who left for
Kansas City on Wednesday afternoon, will have had almost a twoweek break before their match
against the Battling Bishops on
Friday afternoon, but Williams is
not concerned about the time off.
“We took a few days off for
Thanksgiving break, which
I think really helped everyone
rest up and get healthy after two
demanding weeks with back-to-

back games on both weekends,”
Williams said. “We came back
early from break and started
training over the weekend as normal, getting everyone refocused.
Everyone has been very sharp
during the week and excited for
the trip to Kansas City.”
Tufts will hope to keep its
momentum going despite the
break, as it is arguably one of
the hottest teams in the country,
cruising through the first three
rounds of the tournament while
taking down Dickinson by as
score of 2-1, Wheaton 2-0 and
Muhlenberg 2-0. Tufts then ran
into Messiah, winners of eight of
the past 10 national championships and owners of a 38-game
unbeaten streak.
This historic college soccer
great, however, could not slow
Tufts down, as junior midfielder
Jason Kayne’s goal in the first
minute of the game gave Tufts a
lead that it refused to yield for the
next 90 minutes.
Tufts will continue to be challenged as it takes on an Ohio
Wesleyan team that is a consistent contender for the national
championship.
“Ohio Wesleyan [is] an extremely athletic, organized team, so we
have to be ready for that,” senior
co-captain forward Maxime
Hoppenot told the Daily in an
email. “The other thing they have
going for them is that they’ve been
here before. They won the national
title in 2011, so they know how to
handle this situation, whereas it’s
all new to us.”
Ohio Wesleyan will look to
run most of its offense through
All-American senior forward
Colton Bloecher, who has scored
a whopping 18 goals this year,
to go along with four assists.
Bloecher will try to work with
junior midfielder Brian Schaefer,

Evan Sayles / The Tufts Daily

Junior midfielder Connor Brown moves to gain possession of the ball from a Dickinson player during the first
round of the NCAA Div. III soccer tournament on Nov. 15.
who has put in 11 goals to go with
five assists. The Jumbos’ ability to
win the battle in their half will be
essential if they hope to move on
to the national championship.
“We’re going to need to contain their forwards and dominate the midfield,” Williams said.
“They have a very dynamic pair
of forwards who have scored a lot
of goals, so we’re going to need
to deny service to them and not
give them space when they do
get the ball. We expect to have a
numbers advantage in the center
midfield, so if we can put pressure on them there and not let
them out of their half, we should
be able to find success.”

On the offensive side of the
ball, look for Tufts to continue to try and keep the ball on
the ground and build through
Ohio Wesleyan. According to
D3soccer.com writer Ryan
Harmanis, Ohio Wesleyan’s
achilles’ heel this year has been a
tendency to have mental lapses
from an otherwise strong back
line. Therefore, the key for Tufts
will be to force Ohio Wesleyan
into those errors.
“I think our offense just needs
to be dynamic,” Hoppenot
said. “We work best when putting defenses on their heels and
unbalancing teams. If our ballmovement is high and we’re

going at them 15-20 times with
our front five, we should be in
good shape.”
While it appears Tufts has
the pieces in place to win, the
team still realizes that it will have
to play its best soccer of the season to move on to the national
championship.
“I expect it to be a battle, and
to be successful we’ll have to
come out very fast and sharp,”
Williams said. “This is historically one of the best teams in
[Div. III] soccer, and they know
what it takes to win. We’re
going to have to match their
intensity and impose our game
on them.”

by stringing together a lot of
stops.”
Despite a close contest
throughout the match, some late
errors from the Jumbos eventually cost them the game.
“In overtime we had a small
defensive lapse where we
allowed people in the middle of
our zone,” Jumbos sophomore
center Hunter Sabety added. “We
played very well defensively the
entire game but they beat us in
the last leg of it.”
Against WPI on Wednesday
night, Tufts led at the half,
27-24, but ultimately could not
close out WPI in a tough 68-65
loss. Sophomore tri-captain Tom
Palleschi poured in 11 first half
points to pace the Jumbos. Tufts
also outscored WPI 16-4 in the
paint and out-rebounded the
Engineers 24-15 in the first half.
WPI, however, came out
strong in the second half, and a
three-point play by senior Sam
Longwell gave the Engineers a
30-29 lead they would not relinquish for the remainder of the
game. After the Engineers went
on a 10-0 run from the 8:45
mark to the 5:43 mark in the
second half to extend their lead
to 62-49, the Jumbos responded
with a 10-0 run of their own. A
layup by sophomore guard Tarik
Smith, who led the team with
six assists, at the 3:31 point in

the game made the score 62-59.
The game was tight until the
buzzer sounded, as Tufts had a
final possession to tie the game.
The Jumbos’ shots would not fall,
however, and WPI held on for the
win. Palleschi finished the game
with 17 points, six rebounds, and
two blocks, while Sabety posted
a monster double-double of 21
points and 18 rebounds. Despite
out-rebounding WPI, 42-31,
the only Jumbo to connect on a
three-point shot was senior tricaptain Ben Ferris. Ferris went
2 for 3 from downtown, but the
rest of the team did not make any
of its thirteen attempts.
“We let up some more points
in the second half then we
should have, but we kept up with
them by scoring more points in
the second half than the first,”
Sabety said.
Despite the two straight losses,
Tufts has been battle-tested in
the early stages of this season.
The Jumbos’ experience in close
games against top competition will come in handy as the
NESCAC schedule begins when
teams return from winter break.
“Playing these high-caliber
nationally ranked teams preseason will be really good for
our team going into NESCAC
play, because now we know we
can play with the best of them,”
Sabety said.

Men’s Basketball

Jumbos fall to tough competition
by Steven Hefter
Daily Editorial Board

After two straight wins against
Emerson and Wentworth, the
men’s basketball team played
two consecutive games against
nationally ranked competition.

Tufts went on the road to face
No. 11 MIT before Thanksgiving
break and faced No. 13 Worcester
Polytechnic Institute (WPI) at
home on Wednesday night.
Tufts found itself in a competitive game against MIT, but
ultimately fell in overtime, 71-64.

“Early on, we were able to
find some open shooters, and
we got a couple of fastbreak
points as well, but I’d say it
was actually our defense that
let us get out to an early lead,”
MIT junior guard Ryan Frankel
said. “We started the game

Evan Sayles / The Tufts Daily

First-year forward Vincent Pace attempts a layup in the Jumbos’ 68-65 loss to WPI on Dec. 3.

